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Abstract

Democracies are thought to be superior war-fighters because of their rational publics,
accountable leaders, and stringent self-selection into wars. This finding does not seem
to hold in unconventional contexts, specifically in civil conflict interventions dubbed
‘wars of choice’ as the epitome of wars of self-selection. Existing literature cites military
myopia, a cultural argument, and capital-rich force structures, an economic hypothe-
sis. Both assume a flawed elite actor and fail to explain the variation in selection and
prosecution of wars of choice. We introduce a theory that brackets both actors and
stages, modeling rational incentives and constraints of political and military actors to
explain the conditions under which they select suboptimal strategies. Using a formal
model and original data on all militarized interventions since 1989, we demonstrate
that domestic political constraints constrict democratic intervenors to risk-mitigating
strategies through high technology. High-tech approaches are usually poor counter-
strategies in unconventional conflicts, resulting in not only reduced progress but ret-
rogression of political objectives. This contributes to the literature by examining the
strategic interaction of democratic intervenors and their civil adversaries, providing a
more comprehensive explanation for democracies’ inferior strategy choices and their
consequences.
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Democracies are superior war-fighters. It is difficult to dispute given that democracies have

won 93% of conventional conflicts since 1815 (Lyall 2010). This is driven by careful self-

selection into and competent prosecution of wars (Lake 1992; Downs and Rocke 1994; Bueno

de Mesquita and Siverson 1995; Reiter and Stam 1998a;b; Bueno de Mesquita et al. 1999;

Bueno de Mesquita and Ray 2004). Being more endogenously accountable, democratic lead-

ers impute higher risks of electoral repercussions for selecting into a failed or costly conflict.

This leads them to opt for war only when the value of the winnable good is high and assess-

ments of victory are confident. Societal organization in a democracy—an open marketplace

of ideas, free press, and vocal political opposition—is thought to reduce biases in intelligence,

garnering more accurate perceptions of the probability of success (Reiter and Stam 1998b).

Once selected, war-fighting accounts argue that democratic militaries display better bat-

tlefield initiative, leadership, and effectiveness since they operate in meritocratic incentive

structures (Reiter and Stam 1998a;b; Bueno de Mesquita et al. 1999).

The patterns appear to be bounded, however, breaking down under certain conditions.

In conventional conflicts, (Downes 2009) finds that upon considering wars that democracies

join1 and outcomes coded as draws, democratic war-fighters are statistically indistinct from

autocracies. In unconventional contexts such as counterinsurgency, counterterrorism, and

wars of occupation, democracies are downgraded further, often categorized as inferior war-

fighters (Sullivan 2008; Lyall and Wilson 2009; Lyall 2010). This paper explores why and

how democratic militaries choose suboptimal, war-losing strategies in certain circumstances.

Using original data, we investigate the variation in how the United States (US) deployed the

use of force in unconventional militarized interventions involving foreign nonstate adversaries

from 1989 to the start of 2020.

Existing explanations for the controverting conditions of democratic victory isolate and

1Joining a preexisting conflict is conceptually distinct from initiating a war or being a direct dyadic target,
the only categories in Reiter and Stam (1998b)’s framework.
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analyze selection and war-fighting elements quite independently of one another. Military my-

opia narratives permit the political constraints of democratic accountability, but fall short of

answering why militaries do not strategically adapt. The capital- versus labor-rich literature

explains why democracies deploy unfitting force structures that undermine victory in wars of

choice, but fails to address why they select into these wars in the first place. Other works de-

pict a state’s foreign policy toolkit as consisting of broad categories like military, diplomatic,

economic, and cultural strategies (Brecher, Steinberg and Stein 1969; Greenhill and Krause

2018). This oversimplification has largely blackboxed the use of force as a homogeneous

category, failing to consider that upon opting into military solutions leaders have a diverse

menu of options. The majority of studies that analyze military approaches narrow focus on

explaining one (such as air power or autonomous platforms) rather than explaining why that

one among others. In short, existing literature either ignores or abstracts the interaction of

the choice to wage war and the choice of how to wage it.

We advance and formalize a theory that brackets these narratives. Drawing on rational

choice theory, we argue that in conflict political and military actors cannot be delinked at the

strategic level. Consequently, the strategic dynamics between political and military incen-

tives and constraints on the one hand, and between a unitary state actor and civil adversary

on the other2 determine the operational and tactical menu of options in the war theater.

When political constraints are nominal, militaries enjoy freedom of action to contour their

force structures to a foe (Biddle 2005). When political constraints prohibit the most fitting

military configurations, democratic militaries are compelled to select suboptimal strategies

and suffer a higher rate of defeat. Wars of choice,3 featuring limited aims, low casualty-

tolerance, and high uncertainty constitute a paradigmatic setting of political constraints

2This is indicative of the logic of a two-level game.
3Though wars of choice are tautologically anything other than wars of necessity, we take a narrower

approach since necessity might entail a number of other non-existential such as alliance obligations, economic
motives, and geopolitical jockeying. We define wars of choice as interventions into unconventional conflict,
usually featuring one or more foreign nonstate actors.
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that throttle military efficacy. In sum, rather than flawed or irrational actors, democratic

victory breaks down in contexts where political and military actors have competing incen-

tives and cross-cutting constraints, political leaders prioritizing domestic factors and military

leaders weighting international outcomes. This answers calls for research on the impact of

domestic politics on foreign policy (Farnham 2004), and on the complex effect of electoral

pressures on wartime decision-making (Payne 2020). The paper proceeds with a survey of

existing explanations of democratic defeat, a section asserting the theoretical narrative, a

formal model exhibiting the theory’s causal logic and yielding three testable hypotheses, dis-

cussion of our data and statistical results, and concludes with some implications, limitations,

and ideas for future research.

Existing Explanations

Military Myopia

At their simplest, conflict outcomes are determined by capability, the more so the more asym-

metric. Conflict is far from simple, however, leading to considerable variation in outcomes

that confound conventional capability metrics. Arregúın-Toft (2001) argues that strate-

gic interaction is the best predictor of outcomes, mediating between parity gaps. While a

stronger combatant might attempt a military victory wrought by brute force, an inferior

actor can select strategies to deflect force and leverage unconventional strengths. Relatively

weak combatants are compelled to adopt indirect strategies that offset engagements, attrite

the enemy’s will, and control populations through allure or fear (Mack 1975; Arregúın-Toft

2001). Whether by desperation or necessity, weak actors tend toward terrorism, insurgency,

and civilian violence (Kydd and Walter 2006; Polo and Gleditsch 2016). Fortna (2015) finds

that despite tradeoffs, rebels resort to terrorist tactics to prolong conflict so as to outlast

opponents. Plümper and Neumayer (2014) posit that groups resort to terrorism in order to
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accomplish proximate goals toward their strategic ends since they are incapable of reaching

ultimate goals. Lake (2002) argues instead that such strategies of extremism are intended

to shift the bargaining range closer to the weak actor’s ideal range to improve future nego-

tiations. Overall, weak actors endeavor to mitigate military might with cunning strategy.

“Every strategy has an ideal counterstrategy” (Arregúın-Toft 2001, 104). If weak actors

opt for an indirect approach targeting an adversary’s will to fight (versus a direct approach

targeting an adversary’s armed forces and capacity to fight), strong actors should meet

them indirectly as well so that the latter’s power is not deflected or dodged (Arregúın-Toft

2001).4 When an adversary embeds in civilian populations or obscure environments such as

mountainous or forested terrain, the value of direct force and exquisite technologies diminish

in comparison to the versatility of embedded ground troops.(van Creveld 2010). This begs

the question why superior militaries select the wrong strategies against some weak foes.

Mack (1975) speculates that “strategic doctrine tends to mold itself to available technology”

(179). Culturally constrained by casualty and risk-aversion, advanced democratic militaries

have been characterized as techno-fetishist, swept up in the revolution in military affairs that

promises to clear the fog of war and insulate soldiers from harm (O’Hanlon 1998; Bolton

2015). On one hand, high-tech force structures substitute machines for soldiers in order to

mitigate risk and increase mobility. On the other, they undermine interaction, social capital,

and ultimately the quality of context-specific and time-sensitive intelligence that are vital in

contests of political will (Lyall and Wilson 2009).

In a nutshell, myopia arguments depict advanced militaries that are overly and naively

reliant on technology to their detriment in unconventional contexts. In these instances

involving human motives, emotions, and perceptions, sensors and gadgets are less applicable

and apt (Gentry 2002). While weak actors are adopting ideal strategies to compensate

4Arregúın-Toft (2001) demonstrates that strong actors won 76% of same-approach interactions while
weak actors won 63% of opposite-approach interactions, affirming the importance of strategy in influencing
outcomes.
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for their disadvantages, strong actors are biased toward mechanized structures in spite of

disproportionate defeat. The question this narrative fails to answer is why some advanced

militaries remain myopic? Why do they continue to suffer from “Vietnam syndrome” without

healing or cure? In fact, there are instances of advanced democratic militaries adapting

their force structures to deploy ideal strategies against asymmetric foes. Why them and

not others? The hypothesis assumes a flawed military actor, allowing terrorists, rebels,

and insurgents to adapt but holding powerful actors constant on account of bureaucratic

inertia. Revising the theory within a framework of rationality specifies under what conditions

democratic militaries exhibit seeming myopia or retool the strategic approach for victory.

Capital-rich Force Structures

A different literature uses the same theoretical elements to build an alternative explanation

for the breakdown of democratic victory in unconventional wars. Beginning the same way,

Caverley (2009) recognizes that weak actors resort to indirect or unconventional strategies

such as terrorism or insurgency. He also observes that technologically dense and lethal

firepower can be counterproductive in unconventional settings. Rather than assume a myopic

military, he puts the Meltzer-Richard model to work to explain that wealthy nations will field

capital-rich force structures to reduce costs of conflict to the median voter. In other words,

advanced democracies substitute expensive weapon platforms for military labor regardless

of the conflict setting. Gartzke (2001) frames it as a consumer price shock response. From

a consumer frame, publics are intolerant of uncertainty, weight the loss of blood well over

money, and heavily discount the future (Nincic and Nincic 1995; Boettcher and Cobb 2009).

Democratic leaders contending with a war-weary public shift from labor to capital in security

provisions to manage the optics of salient losses. He demonstrates, however, that states

generate force structures based on the most abundant factors in their economies. Capital-

rich nations tend to have capital-rich militaries, a function of economic theory rather than
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regime type. In other words, the relationship between democracy and high-tech strategies is

spurious.

Aside from mixed results and a questionable assumption that foreign conflict outcomes

are always underweighted relative to median voter taxes, capital-rich arguments fail to ex-

plain why democratic leaders, theorized to be so careful in foreign adventurism, select into

perilous wars of choice in the first place. This is especially puzzling since leaders apparently

know ex ante that they will deploy unconstructive force structures into unconventional set-

tings. This contradicts both selection and war-fighting arguments. In the same way that

military myopia cannot explain when democratic war-fighters select the right strategy in

unconventional conflicts, neither can the capital-rich hypothesis. The latter suggests that

high-tech strategies are the only range available to wealthy democracies by default. Also

like the myopia narrative, the capital-rich literature assumes a flawed actor, in this case the

political rather than the military leader. Following is a theory that synthesizes the strategic

behavior of these two actors. It brackets selection into and prosecution of wars, explaining

the conditions under which elites chose suboptimal strategies.

A Theory of Strategic Incentives and Constraints

To delimit the theory, we make three assumptions. First, both political and military actors

are rational, meaning they strategically behave to maximize utility given their incentives,

constraints, and interaction dynamics. Second, because political actors are ‘single-minded

seekers of reelection’ (Mayhew 1974), they order domestic wellbeing and satisfaction above

all else. Since democratic military actors are appointed and assessed based on meritocratic

criteria, we assume that they rank victory highest followed by bureaucratic metrics. Finally,

war is an extension of politics by other means (von Clausewitz 1976). This means that

politics determines the prosecution of war, or that the political context bounds, defines, and

frames military options.
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Under electoral pressures, political leaders have a “pervasive concern with acceptability”

(Farnham 2004, 443). Unlike military planners and bureaucrats who do not operate in a

political setting, they must balance foreign policy substance with domestic political support

(Payne 2020). Thus, in the decision-making process they first screen policies and strategies

for acceptability. This constrains the options to those that are politically feasible, bound

by expected public reaction. Any proposals deemed to carry too much electoral risk will be

eliminated or substantially altered even if they entail higher chances of military victory. In

other words, public opinion sets the limits within which political leaders may choose, but

does not set military intervention strategies themselves (Sobel 2001; Payne 2020).

Under conditions of an existential security threat, domestic populations tend to rally

around their leaders and transfer broad authority and capacity to safeguard the population

(Tilly 1990; Poggi 2013; Gibler and Miller 2014). This expands the freedom of action and

the range of acceptable policies available to political leaders in addressing the threat (Farn-

ham 2004). Upon activating military action, political leaders are relatively uninhibited by

domestic constraints, enabling them to grant military planners the full scope of strategic

options to combat and neutralize the threat. Informally, this constitutes a ‘do what you

must’ dispensation from political to military leaders. In turn, military leaders can deploy

the ideal force structure and strategy to attain victory.

Lacking conditions of existential security threat, domestic dynamics constrain political

actors to a greater degree, who in turn constrain the menu of available military options (Shea

2015). Wars of choice fit into this latter category.5 Cohen (1984) notes that they involve

more potent political constraints in the forms of public opinion, congressional scrutiny, and

international influence. They are limited in scope and commitment (Lyall 2010). They

5Ideally, a regime would avoid such wars, but this is not always possible for a political leader with cross-
pressures (Schörnig and Lembcke 2006). Even when domestically unpopular, leaders must at times respond to
subsidiary strategic or security threats, fulfill alliance ties, balance against rivals, protect economic interests,
or intervene in humanitarian crises or natural disasters to uphold international commitments.
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involve smaller margins of resolve (or cost tolerance) to obtain objectives (Mack 1975).

Unsurprisingly, democracies abandon wars of choice more often and at lower casualty counts

(Sullivan 2007; Wells 2016).

Domestically constrained but internationally compelled, wars of choice activate lim-

ited interests abroad. We identify two mechanisms that truncate the menu of military

options—risk-aversion and uncertainty. First, publics are less prone to tolerate risks and ca-

sualties when expended in limited wars (Gartner and Segura 1998; Berinsky and Druckman

2007; Berinsky 2007; Gartner 2008; Pfundstein 2011; Miller 2014).6 Consequently, this polit-

ically constricts the range of military options to risk-averting deployments such as unmanned

platforms and precision strike munitions at a standoff distance. Second, public toleration

of the costs are war are conditioned by the probability of success (Gelpi, Feaver and Reifler

2006; Berinsky 2007). Civil conflict interventions are characterized by high uncertainty. Civil

rebels are not sanctioned to wage violence, tend not to play by the rules of just war, exhibit

resolve at levels difficult to measure, and deflect the strength of preponderant opponents

through sub-conventional strategies such as guerrilla warfare, insurgency, and terrorism (van

Creveld 2010). This complicates pre-war estimates of success for elites and publics alike

(Sullivan 2007). To overcome this ambiguity, the most politically palatable military options

are high-tech responses that reduce the fog of war by their ubiquity of sensors and data.

Ultimately, this leads to the tacticization of strategy (Handel 1996; Waldman 2018).

Luttwak (1996) points out that “what counts is not cost-effectiveness in general, but the cost-

effectiveness of the military forces and materiel than can actually be used during a conflict”

(40). Rather than the ideal dispensation, political leaders convey a ’do your best with what

you can’ approach. Hamstrung by limited salience, risk-aversion, and uncertainty, military

leaders experience greater challenges to attain victory given their truncated options featuring

6While there is debate over the functional form of public attention to casualties, ranging from logged to
marginal to elite cued, scholars converge on the notion that casualties matter.
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only high-tech structures that are not ideal in most wars of choice (Cohen 1984; Sapolsky and

Shapiro 1996; Carment and Rowlands 1998; Holsti 2004; Schörnig and Lembcke 2006; Lyall

2010). Though ground forces are more versatile and discriminate in indirect approaches, they

are usually only politically permissible when vital interests are at stake (Luttwak 1995; 1996).

In sum, military actors rationally deploy suboptimal high-tech responses in unconventional

conflict interventions because they are truncated to this force structure by political leaders

chronologically and logically limited by domestic constraints. Following, we formalize the

theoretical intuitions underlying the incentives and constraints of political and military actors

in opposition to a civil opponent.

Formalization

To parse the interaction of political pressures and military strategies in unconventional mil-

itarized interventions, we describe a formal model featuring a third-party intervenor and

a nonstate combatant. Though we value game theoretic approaches for their logical rigor

and careful assumptions, we believe they should be approachable and articulable in prose.

Technical descriptions of the players’ types, preference orderings, strategy space, and pay-

offs and the game protocol, equilibria, propositions, proofs, and comparative statics can be

found in Appendix 1A for any who wish to view it. Here, we summarize the model and its

implications in simple terms.

In a simultaneous, one-shot game featuring two players, we deduce the specific conditions

under which external intervenors select optimal and suboptimal strategies for military victory

in unconventional conflicts. Given its limited aims, we depict the intervenor’s cautious and

casualty-averse posture as common knowledge. The intervenor is uncertain, however, about

the nonstate adversary’s type. If the civil adversary is similarly cautious and casualty-averse,

the intervenor will have more confidence that victory is attainable with the right strategy

and without undue costs. If the nonstate combatant is rather resolved, however, it will entail
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higher risks and casualties for the intervenor to send troops into conflict.

In both cases, the nonstate player prefers to deflect the stronger intervenor’s power when-

ever possible. In other words, indirect approaches in which civil combatants are harder to

identify and engage, are superior ceteris paribus. The more resolved types, however, are

willing to absorb higher costs themselves in order to inflict higher costs on the intervenor,

no doubt to convince the intervenor to withdraw. Thus, if the intervenor takes a low-tech

approach featuring more boots on the ground, the resolved type will engage them directly

leading to higher casualties across the board while the risk-mitigating type will avoid direct

approaches. This leaves the intervenor with a strategic choice that largely hinges on domes-

tic politics and its belief about the nonstate combatant’s type. The best counterstrategy to

an indirect approach, the one of greatest military efficacy, is a low-tech one featuring more

boots on the ground. Against a risk-mitigating combatant, it is likely to work. Against a

resolved one, the costs might quickly and soundly offset the bounded benefits of victory in

a war of choice.

The model yields two equilibria. The one affirming conventional wisdom, political liability,

suggests that an intervenor will employ a suboptimal high-tech approach against an indirect

enemy when the public’s low tolerance for casualties constrain leaders. With a recent survey,

Dill and Schubiger (2021) demonstrate a similar tradeoff, finding that the instrumental logic

of support (military effectiveness) is present but not prevailing in citizens’ minds and that the

imperative to minimize US military casualties eclipses all others. In short, when perceptions

of political costs surpass military benefits, the intervenor will not subject troops to risk. The

second equilibrium, military efficacy, provides the conditions under which intervenors value

military efficacy over risk-mitigation. When the intervenor has relative confidence (greater

than or equal to half) that the civil adversary is the cautious type, it will utilize its versatile

troops in a fitting counterstrategy. We find that financial costs never turn strategic decisions,

perhaps an unsurprising result since most external intervenors are major powers possessing
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the resources to enter wars of choice in the first place. We also find that as casualties increase,

there is a threshold past which intervenors will only take a high-tech approach regardless of

the enemy’s type, revealing how impacting this public component can be.

Committed to the empirical implications of theoretical models, we converted three com-

parative statics into testable hypotheses and collected new data enabling statistical analysis

of strategy choices given domestic political and conflict theater conditions.

H1 - Cost Intolerance: As political costs increase during military intervention in uncon-

ventional conflict, the probability of the intervenor selecting a high-tech approach increase.

H2 - Collateral Damage: As civilian casualties increase during military intervention in

unconventional conflict, the probability of the intervenor selecting a high-tech approach are

moderated.

H3 - Enemy Type: All else constant, the more confident the intervenor in an unconven-

tional context is that its nonstate adversary is the risk-mitigating type, the more likely it will

be to adopt a low-tech strategy.

Research Design

Data and Sample

Existing data on the application of military force has limited scholars’ ability to test impor-

tant theories in two ways: narrowness and inappropriate assumptions of indepedence. First,

most data feature only one or a handful of types of military strategy. For instance, prior work

has explained why states choose particular nuclear platforms (Gartzke, Kaplow and Mehta

2014), naval power (Crisher and Souva 2014), aerial bombing (Pape 1996), ballistic missiles

(Reiter and Mettler 2013), and drones (Fuhrmann and Horowitz 2017). By siloing the menu
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of options a leader has, each is treated as a dichotomous decision rather than through a lens

of substitutability, how leaders likely approach decisions in reality (?). Furthermore, in most

situations a tailored combination of strategies is applied in tandem rather than a single one.

Evaluating a state’s decision on force structure in context of its full menu of options is an

important step forward in research on this topic.

To overcome this challenge, we created a comprehensive dataset of US military inter-

ventions from 1991 to the start of 2020 using Wikipedia. Given its weak reputation for

scholarly reliance, we take the time to justify this choice. Although social scientists have

largely shied away from doing research using Wikipedia, a large amount of research has

been done on Wikipedia (Benjakob and Aviram 2018). In studies of over 10,000 randomly

selected articles, scholar have found Wikipedia’s accuracy to be comparable to the Encyclo-

pedia Britannica (Blumenstock 2008), with fairly consistent predictors of site accuracy such

as page length, number of citations, links to other pages, and edit history. In a study on

political science specifically, Wikipedia’s coverage of 246 major-party gubernatorial candi-

dates contained no errors in candidate biographies and 242 out of the 246 had the election

results within 0.2% of the actual outcome (Brown 2011). Studies of historical events have

similar findings, with Wikipedia’s frequency and type of discrepancies being akin to sources

like the Dictionary of American History and American National Biography Online, mainly

concerning frequently disputed figures such as the precise size of armed forces in a battle

or the number of casualties (Rector 2008). Studies also find that contrary to many univer-

sity course syllabi, Wikipedia vandalism is not as common as many allege: 81% of uncited

claims are flagged by Wikipedia bots using automated vandalism detection within 24 hours

of being posted and fixed within three hours (Adler et al. 2011; Tramullas, Garrido-Picazo

and Sánchez-Casabón 2016).

Though not as egregious as often depicted, we do acknowledge Wikipedia’s pitfalls and

substandard reputation in academic research. Still, we find that its coverage, volume, and
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structure outweigh these drawbacks for certain purposes. Wikipedia is accompanied by two

related websites – wikidata and dbpedia – that both provide versions of the information

on Wikipedia structured as Resource Description Framework (RDF) databases. As a result,

each Wikipedia page has a corresponding wikidata and dbpedia page organized as ‘triples’ of

a subject, predicate, and object. The wikidata page for Germany, for example, lists a subject

(Germany), a predicate (has capital), and object (Berlin). In most cases, there are dozens

to hundreds of triples for each page that can be automatically extracted using SPARQL

queries (Malyshev et al. 2018). Not only can SPARQL automate the process of identifying

this universe of cases in ways that save significant time and effort compared to manual data

entry, but a host of covariates concerning date, duration, location, belligerents, military

capabilities used, and outcome are also identified in a structured and machine readable

format.

Leveraging this digital data trove, we are able to automatically identify and extract a

sizable list of covariates on a much broader sample of US military interventions. Figure 1

demonstrates the scope and comparability of our data with existing academic datasets. We

highlight two substantiating aspects. First, any US military intervention featured in an ex-

isting academic dataset is also found on Wikipedia. Second, Wikipedia has 985 interventions

that existing datasets missed. Some descriptive statistics demonstrate the value added of

this new source of information about US military interventions, irrespective of the expansion

of known case coverage. Since most data are geocoded, Figure 2 illustrates how the variables

can be displayed in an interactive map indicating details such as the geographic coordinates

where a US intervention occurred, the start and end date, belligerents, military means used,

and recorded outcome. As geographic information systems (GIS) analysis becomes more

mainstream, we expect these data to enable powerful tests.

We also observe that datasets on military intervention exhibit a concerning assumption of

independence across cases in a given sample. As one example, International Crisis Behavior
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Figure 1: Comparison of case coverage across intervention datasets

includes multiple crises that nest in broader war contexts such as the Tet Offensive and Gulf

of Tonkin crises within the Vietnam War (Brecher and Wilkenfeld 1997). All valuable, re-

spected, and oft used datasets–UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset (Gleditsch et al. 2002),

Military Intervention by Powerful States (Sullivan and Koch 2009), International Military

Intervention (Pickering and Kisangani 2009), Militarized Interstate Dispute (Palmer et al.

N.d.)–this assumption limits our ability to analyze decision-making and strategic behavior in

the same dependent, dynamic context as political and military leaders. Once compiled, we

identified the operational and strategic levels in which each intervention ought to be nested,

enabling us to better model dependencies between them.
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Figure 2: Example of US military intervention in Yemen

Variables

Our dependent variable is a composite score of the aggregate technological sophistication of

each US military intervention. Our data contain information on the means used for each

intervention, ranging from ground troops, close aerial support (CAS), paramilitary forces,

air to air combat, aerial bombing, cruise missiles, to drone strikes. We rank order these from

the most low-tech / manpower-rich to the most high-tech / unmanned. We then weight each

approach according to its technological prominence, assigning a weight of 1 to ground troops,

2 to close air support, and upward to 7 for drone strikes. Finally, for each intervention we
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sum the weighted values for all approaches used and divide by the total number of strategies

employed to produce an overall, normalized technology score.

Upon generating the scores, we randomly selected eight cases for qualitative analysis.

In this handful, our theoretical logic does appear to be at work. Our lowest score7 in the

validation sample occurred in the Gulf War, which saw broad and multilateral support, a

sanctioned response to clear belligerence by a strong state actor, and the full spectrum of

force applied. A middling score for the Hyderabad airstrike8 demonstrates the valuation

of US lives over foreign civilians. Following an ambush, military planners saved the unit

with an aerial bombing pass that killed several tens of civilians. Our highest score was an

aerial bombing intervention in the Syria civil war,9 a theater of several shifting alliances of

nonstate actors, high risk, and high uncertainty. Overall, we observe high face and content

validity with the measure. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the dependent variable across

the entire universe of cases.

To test H1, we operationalize political costs in two ways. First, we expect that polit-

ical leaders keep a careful eye on public approval levels. Using data from the American

Presidency Project (Woolley and Peters 2010), we measure this as the rate of change in

the president’s disapproval rating in the month prior to a given intervention. Our second

measure of political costs in conflict captures the public’s casualty aversion, measured

as the rate of change in hostile military casualties in the month prior to each intervention.

For both variables, we focus on the rate of change to account for temporal dependence across

interventions and to capture marginal shifts that likely structure how leaders anticipate im-

pending decisions to unfold along those trajectories. To test H2, we operationalize collateral

damage with an ordinal rating of population density using geographic data drawn from inter-

vention coordinates. Since nonstate combatants often obscure themselves in more populated

7Featuring ground troops and CAS, 1+2
2 = 1.5.

8Featuring ground troops and aerial bombing, 1+5
2 = 3.

9Solely involving aerial bombing, 5
1 = 5.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Dependent Variable

areas, not only are civilians more densely distributed but it is difficult for intervenors to

discriminate in the use of force (Kocher, Pepinsky and Kalyvas 2011). Consequently, we

expect rural settings (coded as 0) to feature low collateral damage, semi-urban ones (1) to

entail more, and urban intervention sites (2) to feature the highest.

Estimator

We are approaching the stage of specifying multi-level models that account for the tempo-

ral, spatial, and structurally auto-correlated panel data. Subscribe to our channel for our

pending, more sophisticated analysis, where we also post puppy videos and taco reviews!
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Reduced Initial Results

Figure 4 illustrates the results of a series of bivariate linear models. The first row shows the

correlation between the dependent variable (high-technology) and each independent variable

of interest. Public disapproval and hostile casualties are both positive and statistically sig-

nificant, suggesting that as disapproval increases and casualties increase, the United States

shifts to high-technology military strategies like drone strikes and cruise missiles. The co-

efficient for urban targets is negative and statistically significant, suggesting that urban

targets are associated with low-technology interventions. These bivariate models provide an

illustrative initial proof of concept for our theory.

Figure 4: Bivariate model results
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Implications and Conclusion

The saying goes “do not kill a fly with a cannon”. Unfortunately, it describes a challenge

countries face in deciding what available use of force best deals with the situation at hand.

Many criticisms of the US aerial bombing campaign in Vietnam pointed out that the civilian

casualty rate from this indiscriminate use of force was so high that it was antithetical to US

ends. One important innovation that cruise missiles brought to the US arsenal was increased

targeting accuracy that allowed smaller targets to be hit in highly populated areas. During

the Iraqi no-fly zones following the Gulf War, US aerial bombing campaigns turned to the

newly developed cruise missiles for precisely this reason. When President Bush wanted

to destroy a nuclear fabrication plant near Baghdad in 1993, he ordered the launch of 45

cruise missiles from 3 naval destroyers. A Pentagon official stated the target was a “perfect

candidate for a strike by cruise missiles because of the need for pinpoint accuracy and because

Baghdad is so heavily defended” (Schmitt 1993). Yet questions remain about why the United

States chooses the military capabilities it does.

The preliminary data and analysis provided here demonstrate that politics informs how

a country chooses to conduct war. This paper has examined the strategic interaction in un-

conventional conflict interventions, shedding light on the interaction between political and

military agencies and clarifying a causal pathway of breakdown in democratic victory. Be-

ing wars of choice, democratic publics perceive civil interventions as limited wars, leading

to smaller margins of resolve and lower barriers of exit. This constricts political freedom

of action delegated to military leaders, truncating the range of available military options.

When contending with uncertainty over a civil adversary’s resolve, a politically constrained

intervenor is expected to adopt a high-tech military strategy in order to mitigate human risk.

Thus, wars of choice involve a tacticization of strategy. In most cases of unconventional war,

which usually involve asymmetrically weak actors driven to adopt indirect strategies such
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as insurgency or terrorism, a high-tech approach is a poor counterstrategy. Effectiveness

is weakened, objectives limited or deferred, and collateral damage increased. The formal

model dissects the logic of three critical political and military variables in civil interven-

tions—military efficacy, casualties, and collateral damage. The equilibria confirm conven-

tional wisdom and provide the conditions under which a democratic intervenor will risk

troops to exposure: when nonstate adversaries are believed to be similarly risk-mitigating

with some confidence. Over all, the research package brackets existing explanations that

either abstract critical actors or assume elites to be flawed.
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Appendix 1 - Game Theoretic Model Details and Proofs

Players and Types

The model is a simple simultaneous game featuring two players, an intervenor and a non-

state adversary, with one-sided imperfect information. Player 1 is a third-party intervenor

in an external conflict. Player 2 is a nonstate adversary within the war, against which the

intervenor fights. Having one-sided incomplete information, the game depicts the uncer-

tainty that intervenors have about the nonstate adversary’s type. Rebels might have similar

levels of resolve, leading to proportional responsiveness to the costs of war. Engaged with

this type, intervening militaries have higher confidence that well-executed operations will

lead to victory as the adversary gauges the capability asymmetry, casualties, and the prob-

ability of victory with a similar calculus. We call this type ‘risk-mitigating’ (R) since this

nonstate player will give heavier weight to considerations of the costs of conflict, seeking

to mitigate them to continue to be viable toward victory. Adversaries might exhibit high

resolve, however, leading to higher cost-intolerance whether measured by material costs, ca-

sualties, credibility, or perseverance over time. In the latter case, intervening militaries are

more prone to underestimation of the enemy, overestimation of the probability of success,

and succumbing to attrition of public will when operational efforts fail to defeat the enemy’s

animus. The latter type is labeled ‘war-winning’ (W) since the strategic calculus is heavily

weighted on the side of the benefits of victory, making cost assessments less sensitive. Given

that intervention in another’s war seldom constitutes an activity of deeply vital national

interest, intervenors are constrained by public perceptions of the devalued gravity of the

outcome. Consequently, player 1’s type—risk-mitigating—is common knowledge.
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Protocol and Strategy Space

Being simultaneous and one-shot, the game protocol is simple. Nature determines the non-

state adversary’s type. Each player selects a strategy, the intervenor behaving based on its

belief about this type, to maximize its payoffs. The nonstate adversary’s strategy space

includes a direct approach and an indirect approach, {D, I}. A direct approach is character-

ized by concentration of forces, identifiable combatants, relatively open fighting, and usually

more concrete aims such as defense or acquisition of a territory or landed asset (Arregúın-

Toft 2001). An indirect approach features decentralized and obscured combatants, often

embedded in civilian populations or concealed in less penetrable terrains (Issacharoff and

Pildes 2015). Consequently, open fighting (and thus the brunt of the intervenor’s military

superiority) is deflected as much as possible, taking forms like guerrilla warfare, hit-and-run

raids, and terrorism (Valentino, Huth and Balch-Lindsay 2004). Given that most civil com-

batants are asymmetrically weak in comparison with intervening militaries, it is unsurprising

that an indirect approach is the modally preferred strategy in the model.

The intervening military also has two strategy options, a low-tech approach featuring

more manpower relative to technology and a high-tech approach featuring a small manpower-

to-technology ratio, {L, H}. Being composed of more “boots on the ground,” a low-tech

strategy enables greater versatility, expedient reconnaissance networks, and local political

credibility. At the same time, such an approach entails greater risk by exposing more troops

to deadly fire. A high-tech approach implies the opposite pros and cons, being substantially

less risky when it comes to casualty exposure yet less versatile and intelligence-enriching.

As Michael Walzer frames the dilemma, it is “inefficient air power versus more risky, but

more effective, ground force” (Brunstetter and Braun 2011/ed, 350). A last consideration

for the intervenor’s strategy choice is collateral damage, or lethal effect on noncombatants in

the battle theater. This component is most salient when the nonstate adversary chooses an
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indirect approach, often aimed to be indistinguishable from the civilian population. For the

adversary, aerial bombing has been shown to be counterproductive in securing the support of

local populations in unconventional conflicts (Kocher, Pepinsky and Kalyvas 2011). For the

domestic population, though valued less than one’s own soldiers publics are not indifferent

to the humanitarian costs of war. Indeed, many interventions are motivated, at least in part,

by humanitarian concerns. The versatility of a low-tech approach, borne out by real-time

human cognition and discrimination between combatants and noncombatants, leads to less

collateral damage. In a high-tech approach in which superior firepower and lethality is used

against an embedded foe, collateral damage is expected to be higher.

Preferences and Payoffs

As the intervenor’s type is fixed and known to the civil adversary, the model depicts the

civil player’s payoffs as simple preference orderings. For the risk-mitigating type, a direct

matchup against a superior foe’s technology {H, D} is the worst-case scenario, yielding the

highest costs and the lowest probability of success. A direct matchup against a low-tech

approach is preferable only because it implies greater opportunities to inflict casualties on

the intervenor, increasing the chance that the occupying military will pull out of the fight.

Since a low-tech approach is the optimal counter-strategy against an indirect approach, it

decreases the probability of success for a civil adversary. Consequently, the highest preference

for the risk-mitigating type is {H, I} based on the logic that it carries lower costs than direct

exposure and a higher probability of success due to the incongruent intervention strategy

and the expectations of higher collateral damage for the occupying force. This leads to the

preference ordering:

UHD < ULD < ULI < UHI

For the war-winning type, its preferences take the form of a coordination game. Players
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with high resolve simply prefer incongruent strategic matchups to deflect the military capa-

bility of the strong intervenor. When an intervenor adopts a high-tech approach, the civil

adversary will prefer an indirect strategy in order to evade the lethality of air power and to

force the intervenor to amass collateral damage in order to make military progress. When

an occupying military opts for a low-tech approach, the resolved rebels will prefer to directly

attacks troops in order to impose the highest casualties possible. Since the intervenor is the

risk-mitigating type by default, the more sensational body count should lead to a quicker

abandonment of the campaign. Whether the path to victory is through longer conflict dura-

tions and political defeat as in the {H, I} outcome or through a skyrocketing of casualties,

albeit on both sides, as in the {L, D} outcome, the war-winning type aims to coordinate its

strategies in discordance with the intervenor. Hence,

UHD, ULI < UHI, ULD

Having established the civil player’s preference orderings, the intervenor’s payoffs are

a function of strategic efficacy, financial costs, military casualties, and collateral damage.

A strategy that enables a superior military to wield its qualitative military edge is always

higher. When an asymmetrically strong combatant can fight capability against capability, its

probability of success is substantially improved. In the context of the model, {H, D} and {L,

I} yield the payoff component PM while {H, I} and {L, D} yield P -M with PM > P -M. One of

the motivating questions of this study is why superior militaries opt for inefficient strategic

mismatches, thus decreasing the likelihood of achieving their objectives. The answer lies in

the introduction of the components of cost that offset the value of efficacy. All militaries

bear a financial or material cost of war, represented by f R and f W with f R < f W since the

costs of defeating a highly resolved opponent are expected to be higher. Warring parties also

incur casualties, conceptualized as a political cost in the model. The more troops inserted

into the battle space, the more humans exposed, and thus the higher the expected casualties
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implying that CH < C L. Finally, an intervenor’s strategy imposes collateral damage to some

degree, with dH > dL since human forces can be more discerning than remote technologies. In

addition, when high technology degrades the leadership of nonstate enemies in decapitation

strikes, there is evidence that less restrained and experienced foot soldiers perpetrate more

civilian violence (Abrahms and Potter 2015; Allen, Bell and Martinez Machain 2021; Tucker

2021). Table A1 condenses the concepts to aide interpretation of the formalizations. The

complete and formalized game is depicted in Figure A1.

Table A1: Summary of Model Components

Notation Concept Permutations
P efficacy PM, P -M

f financial costs f R, f W

C casualties CH, C L

d collateral damage dH, dL

Equilibria

The model yields two Bayesian Nash equilibria. The first, political liability, confirms con-

ventional wisdom. Mathematically,

BNE1 =
{

H, (I, I) iff (C L – CH) – (dH – dL) ≥ PM – P -M

In prose, the equilibrium implies that an intervenor will opt for a risk-averting high-tech

approach against an indirect enemy, despite that it entails a sacrifice of strategic efficacy,

when the public cost intolerance (moderated by a mindfulness of collateral damage) out-

weighs the value of military victory. In other words, when political costs surpass military

benefits, the intervenor will not subject troops to risk. This equilibrium occurs regardless of

the intervenor’s belief about the civil adversary’s type and regardless of the financial costs
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of intervention. Thus, the solution validates that third-party intervenors are substantially

constrained by political perceptions of cost tolerance.

Proposition 1: Given sufficiently high casualty intolerance paired with suffi-

ciently low estimates of civilian collateral damage, an intervenor will always opt

for a high-tech approach regardless of its beliefs about the adversary’s type or

the financial cost of the strategy profile.

Comparative static 1a: As political costs increase, the probability of selecting a

high-tech approach increase. More specifically, as the public becomes increasingly

sensitive to the prospect of higher casualties in a low-tech approach relative to a

high-tech approach, the probability of employing the latter increases.

Comparative static 1b: All else equal, as assessments of collateral damage in-

crease, the probability of selecting a high-tech approach decrease. More specifi-

cally, as the collateral damage of a high-tech approach increases relative to a more

discerning low-tech approach, these terms serve to moderate the magnitude of

casualty intolerance for a low-tech approach.

The second equilibrium, military efficacy, provides the conditions under which intervenors

will value military efficacy over risk-mitigation.

BNE2 =
{

L, (I, D) iff (2q – 1)(PM – P -M) ≥ (C L – CH) – (dH – dL); q ≥ 1
2

When the intervenor has relative confidence that the civil adversary is also the risk-mitigating

type and will proportionally respond to costs inflicted by a mightier military, it will utilize

its versatile troops in a fitting counterstrategy. The proposition and comparative statics

convey the implications.

Proposition 2: Provided that an intervenor believes that the adversary is the

risk-mitigating type with probability greater than or equal to 1
2
, with sufficiently
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low casualty intolerance paired with sufficiently high estimates of collateral dam-

age of alternative approaches, the intervenor will be willing to expose its troops

in a low-tech strategy profile for gains of operational efficiency.

Comparative static 2a: As political costs increase, the probability of selecting a

low-tech approach decrease. This follows the same logic as CS1a. More specifi-

cally, as the public becomes increasingly sensitive to the prospect of higher ca-

sualties in a low-tech approach relative to a high-tech approach, the probability

of employing the former decreases.

Comparative static 2b: As assessments of collateral damage from alternative

approaches increase, the probability of selecting a low-tech approach increase.

This comports with CS1b. More specifically, as the collateral damage of a high-

tech approach increases relative to a more discerning low-tech approach, this

moderates the impact of casualty intolerance for a low-tech approach.

Comparative static 2c: As assessments of collateral damage from alternative

approaches decrease, the strategic calculus becomes more sensitive to changes in

political costs.

Comparative static 2d: All else held constant, the more confident the intervenor

that its adversary is the risk-mitigating type, the more likely it will be willing to

adopt a low-tech strategy.

Proofs

Proposition 1

To demonstrate the mathematical proof for the political liability equilibrium underlying

proposition 1, first the civil adversary’s best responses are determined given a high-tech
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intervention. For both types of player 2, an indirect approach strictly dominates a direct

approach.

1 ⇒ H, BR2 = {I, I}

Next, the intervenor’s payoffs given the above strategies are calculated.

U1(H|I, I) = q(P -M – f R – CH – dH) + (1 – q)(P -M – f W – C H – dH)

U1(L|I, I) = q(PM – f R – C L – dL) + (1 – q)(PM – f W – C L – dL)

Finally, the conditions under which the intervenor prefers a high-tech response are deter-

mined and simplified.

P -M – CH – dH ≥ PM – C L – dL

BR1 = H iff (C L – CH) – (dH – dL) ≥ (PM – P -M)

This equilibrium implies that when a public’s cost intolerance, moderated by a humanitarian

concern for collateral damage, is valued at a higher premium than the military efficacy gained

from selecting the optimal strategy, the intervenor will opt for a high-tech approach regardless

of its beliefs about the civil adversary’s type.

Proposition 2

As above, the proof for the military efficacy proposition begins by determining player 2’s best

responses given a low-tech intervention. For the risk-mitigating type, an indirect approach

is preferred whereas for the war-winning type, a direct approach is superior.

1 ⇒ L, BR2 = {I, D}

Next, the intervenor’s payoffs given the civil adversary’s types are calculated.

U1(H|I, D) = q(P -M – f R – CH – dH) + (1 – q)(P -M – f W – CH – dH)

U1(L|I, D) = q(PM – f R – C L – dL) + (1 – q)(P -M – f W – C L – dL)

q(P -M – PM)+ PM – C H – dH ≤ q(PM – P -M) + P -M – C L – dL

This generates the conditions under which the intervenor will adopt a low-tech approach.

BR1 = L iff (2q – 1)(PM – P -M) + (dH – dL) ≥ (C L – CH) and q ≥ 1
2
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If the intervenor believes that the likelihood that the civil adversary is the risk-mitigating

type with a probability of 1
2

or greater, then when its military efficacy amplified by hu-

manitarian concerns for collateral damage are valued at a higher premium than casualties

incurred to attain an objective, it will be willing to send troops in a low-tech strategy.

Consequently, the game solutions ensue:

BNE =

 H, (I, I) if (C L – C H) – (dH – dL) ≥ (PM – P -M)

L, (I,D) if (2q – 1)(PM – P -M) + (dH – dL)≥ (C L – CH) and q ≥ 1
2

Out-of-Path Equilibria

The proof for the military efficacy equilibrium generating proposition 2 yields two out-of-path

equilibria, both strictly dominated by other strategies in the game.

BR1 | I, D = H if q < 1
2

BR1 | I, D = H if (2q – 1)(PM – P -M) + (dH – dL) < (C L – CH) and q ≥ 1
2
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Figure A1: Formal Model of Strategic Interaction in Wars of Choice
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